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FieldMAP: A Spatio-Temporal Field Monitoring
Application Prototyping Framework

James Brusey, Elena Gaura, Daniel Goldsmith, and James Shuttleworth

Abstract—The fundamental aim of monitoring is to identify
abnormalities in the observed phenomena and allow inference of
the likely cause. Faced with the common problems of spatially
irregular sensor distribution and intermittent sensor measure-
ment availability, key to fulfilling the monitoring aim is fil ling
in the spatio-temporal gaps in the data. Whilst Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSN) technology, combined with MEMS availability
potentially offer sensing solutions for a variety of application do-
mains, in the context of monitoring applications a conceptual shift
is needed from currently available, point-measurement based
“sense-and-send” systems towards the provision of phenomena
field representations, in real-time, enabling effective visualisation
of the spatio-temporal patterns.

This paper argues the case for a generic, rapid prototyping
framework for end-to-end sensing systems that support the
approach of providing field representations for visualisation. A
formal approach to framework development was taken, ensuring
that resulting instrumentation systems are well specified.Both
the framework development and its evaluation are linked to the
full cycle of requirements setting, design, and deploymentof a
prototype instrumentation system for aerospace applications—
specifically, health monitoring of a gas turbine engine. The
FieldMAP (Field Monitoring Application Prototyping) fram e-
work supports multi-modal sensing, provides a number of oppor-
tunities for data processing and information extraction, caters for
monitoring of the instrumentation health, offers a modular field-
mapping design component and allows for real-time phenomena
visualisation, data and information logging and post-analysis.
Experience with the FieldMAP has shown that sophisticated and
robust prototypes can be developed in a short period of time.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The recent crash of Spainair flight JK 5022 was one of
Europe’s worst air disasters in decades. Although official
investigation is yet to conclude at the time of writing, it is
known that the flight had been delayed by high temperatures
being shown on an air intake heating system. Technicians had
apparently switched off the temperature sensor in order to
allow take-off. A critical issue for the investigation willbe
to identify if there is an underlying design fault with the
Boeing MD-82 aircraft. If there is, perhaps better sensing
might have helped in the air incident above. For example, if
air intake temperatures really were abnormally high, additional
independent sensors verifying this would have meant that the
problem could not have been be discounted as being due to
sensor failure.

This is just an example of imperative need, in safety crit-
ical systems, for robust, multi-point sensing instrumentation,
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whose health can be verified should apparently erroneous data
be delivered.

However, retrofitting a fleet of aircraft, for example, with
more sensors able to produce independent data streams may
not be easy. Apart from the cost of fitting the sensors, wired
sensors need associated cabling for signals and power, which
adds weight to the aircraft. Wireless sensors have been sug-
gested for some time as an alternative, particularly to reduce
the weight burden associated with cabling and to simplify
retrofitting.

Similarly, wireless sensors could potentially bring benefits
to a variety of system health monitoring applications, not only
aircraft health monitoring, and there is indeed a marked drive
towards condition-based maintenance (CBM) apparent in the
literature for a variety of industrial domains.

Condition-based maintenance is based on the idea that given
detailed sensory information combined with a sophisticated
model, a good estimate of the likely state of a structure or
component can be made, and from this, better decisions can
be taken regarding maintenance. (Of course, this is a tightly
coupled model based approach which leaves little scope for
genericity.)

However, although seemingly a perfect solution for enabling
CBM and general aircraft and engines structural monitoring,
wireless technologies have not yet been widely adopted. There
are a number of issues preventing adoption, such as the need
for proven technology reliability and maturity, safety certifi-
cation, trust, and the conservative nature of many industries,
added to the need for electronics that can withstand harsh
deployment environments (high temperatures, shocks, and so
forth, in aerospace applications, for example).

Should the above listed hurdles be overcome and retrofitting
of wireless sensors become a reality, another set of issues are
apparent:

• Sensors tend to be spatially distributed according to an
irregular pattern, and thus the resulting set of individual
sensor readings may be difficult to interpret.

• Individual sensors may fail, in which case they either do
not give a reading, or provide a misleading reading. In
the latter case, it may be difficult to infer that the sensor
has failed by looking at the sensor readings in isolation.

• Wireless sensors may respond only intermittently due to
communication failure, and this exacerbates the difficulty
of forming a view of the current state of the monitored
system.

• Additional redundant sensors may be included but how
can this redundancy be best used to improve the quality
of the instrumentation output?
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Providing a robust networked infrastructure for sets of de-
ployed wireless sensors and enabling the conceptual shift from
data to user relevant informationwould, theoretically, resolve
all above issues.

Nevertheless, answering the specific question of “how
should the wealth of data available be used?” is not a trivial
undertaking and, so far, the wireless sensing literature does not
offer off-the-shelf recipes. Despite the wealth of research over
the past few years in the area of WSN, most of the deployed
systems put forward are essentially “sense and send” systems,
not catering for provision of informational output. Some
efforts have been made, however, to resolve the question above
in specific application contexts, but the solutions provided
are not easily transferable to new domains or new network
infrastructures, not to mention new hardware platforms.

In general, filling thedata to user informationconceptual
gap translates to catering for: a) converting the raw data pro-
vided by networked wireless sensors into useful information
thus enabling decision making in real-time (noting here that
the real-time element is a requirement of most monitoring
applications), and b) presenting this information to users(in
our case study here pilots, ground staff and test engineers)in
such a way as to best help them gain an understanding of the
current state of the system being monitored and isolate and
qualify abnormalities.

Application specialists and end users of WSN systems
clamour for sophisticated information extraction facilities and
convenient user interfaces. However, users are rarely ableto
fully specify, a priori, precisely what information shouldbe
extracted and how it should be presented. Fundamentally, the
problem stems from a lack of prior availability, in many
domains, of detailed measurement systems such as those
enabled by WSN and hence lack of prior thinking about
how the application would benefit from additional information.
Thus, whilst designing a WSN system, it may be a mistake
to prescribe and system-encapsulate the inference and usage
of the information too tightly, as this would lead to instru-
mentation that would allow for no discovery in the mining of
the data. Another important point here is that the key design
requirement for the WSN systems is to evolve as the user
knowledge of the monitored phenomena grows.

It is also the author’s experience that when designing for
safety critical applications, in order for informational out-
put to be accepted, assumptions implicit in any automated
inference should be rigorously informed by prior art, field
testing, knowledge of the sensed phenomena’s spatio-temporal
evolution and the properties of the sensors themselves.

It is the very matter of providing WSN systems developers
with formalised support in designing instrumentation which
caters for informational output that the paper here is concerned
with. The logical deductive chain travelled above is applied
below to an engine monitoring case study, which motivates
and helps evaluate the generic framework put forward in the
paper.

Commonly used thermocouple based sensing systems for
gas turbine engines take multiple measurements of the high
temperatures involved at different points (see an example
thermocouple harness in figure 1). However, due to the need

Figure 1. Gas turbine engine annulus thermocouple harness (picture supplied
by Vibro-Meter UK)

to keep weight low, only average temperature over a single
heavy duty cable for each half of the harness is transmitted
to the engine control unit. Although an average temperature
measurement is likely to be more reliable than the type of
single sensor measurement that delayed flight JK 5022, much
information has been lost in the averaging process. Not only
does the averaging approach preclude the determination of a
detailed picture of the engine gas temperature, which could
indicate potential engine problems, but it also prevents the
diagnosis of individual sensor faults, de-calibration, and sensor
drift and does not allow for sensed data quality assessment.

On the other hand, the use of wireless instrumentation
could substantially increase the complexity of the data that
could be sent to the engine control unit and hence enable
more sophisticated engine control and monitoring. Further,
replacing cables with wireless transmissions will reduce the
monitoring system weight and, given the availability of de-
tailed temperature profiles for engine control, lead to improved
fuel efficiency, reduced carbon emissions and permit a clearer
understanding of engine / aircraft health. Thus, the seemingly
conflicting CBM measurement system requirements for air-
craft components, of low weight and detailed, high rate, robust,
multi-site measurement could potentially be achieved through
the use of wireless instrumentation.

The benefits of wireless networked instrumentation, how-
ever, have the potential to go beyond the weight reduction
and informational gains: a wireless system such as the one
developed by the authors and presented here as a case study,
could allow for the sensors in the network to communicate
their “health metrics” with each other, in turn allowing faults
and drift to be identified and possibly corrected for in the
control systems. This would give much greater confidence
in the accuracy of the measured temperature and could,
potentially, allow the engine to run with less safety margin
and, therefore, more efficiently (with similar benefits on fuel
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consumption and emissions).
However, as with many structural health monitoring appli-

cations, significant challenges, both technical and in terms
of safety certification, must be overcome before networked
wireless thermocouples can be embedded into gas turbine
engines. The most obvious challenges are to do with the
last steps of resolving the application: the instrumentation
deployment. The deployment, in general, must be considered
first in the design process as it will limit and inform many of
the design choices throughout the instrumentation and devel-
opment process. With regard to temperature measurement, for
example, the temperatures outside the casing of the engine
can reach in excess of 250°C, precluding the use of most
conventional electronic systems. Moreover, maintaining the
integrity of an RF signal transmission in an environment
that is largely composed of metal whilst not interfering with
(or having interference from) other electronic equipment will
present major hurdles. Powering the sensors also presents a
significant challenge as sensors will need to last for years
rather than months or days.

Should hurdles as the ones above be overcome, the benefits
to engine management will be significant and could also pave
the way for integrating within the wireless instrumentation
other types of engine sensors such as vibration sensors, tip
clearance and speed sensors.

Given these challenges, it is clear that the alternative of
modern smart wired sensors must also be carefully considered
as they would answer problems of RF signal transmission and
simplify certification while providing many of the benefits of
wireless sensors, other than weight reduction. Nonetheless, the
fundamental principle of the framework developed here—that
of moving more of the processing to the sensor—still applies.

To summarise, whilst detailed phenomena measurement is
the aim of emerging WSNs based monitoring systems, sparse,
spatially distributed point measurements are hard to interpret.
More often than not, the provision of real-time spatio-temporal
patterns within the collected data is of interest to the end
user of the monitoring system. Such patterns are formed
between multi-point measurements and / or between multi-
modal measurements. It follows that realising the potential
of WSNs in the context of monitoring applications involves
a shift from sparse, distributed point measurements towards
continuous field representations of the phenomena observed
enabling effective visualisation of patterns.

This paper focuses on the development a formal, generic
framework for health monitoring applications which enables
both understanding spatio-temporal relationships in phenom-
ena that occur over a two-dimensional plane and the rapid
production of end-to-end instrumentation system prototypes.
In principle, this conceptual approach might also be applied
to monitoring phenomena over a three dimensional space.

The main contributions of this work are in providing a
framework for rapid prototyping of WSN monitoring ap-
plications, and evaluating the use of this framework with
the development of a prototype monitoring system for gas
turbine engines. The starting point for the work is to first
examine, in section II, application requirements for a case
study, which involves monitoring gas temperatures over a

cross-section of the exhaust of a gas turbine engine. A
generic framework is then derived for a wider class of spatio-
temporal health monitoring systems. A formal approach to
framework development is taken to ensure that, upon applying
the framework to a specific application, the resulting prototype
system is precisely specified. In section III, the use of the
framework for the development of a commissioned prototype
of a gas-turbine wireless temperature monitoring system is
presented. A discussion of the characteristics of the resulting
prototype system is given in section IV, followed by a brief
survey of related work (section V) and concluding comments
(section VI).

II. M ONITORING APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

Whilst it is acknowledged that different spatio-temporal
monitoring applications have varying requirements (such as
different sensor modalities, different spatial and temporal
coverage needs, or different timeliness requirements), the
approach taken here is to start the FieldMAP development
from a specific, well-defined application and extrapolate toa
wider class of applications. One of the key issues, however,
driving the FieldMAP framework development goes beyond
the case study needs as such and draws on the authors’
prior work in WSN: the stride to minimise the data transport
element and maximise the information transport in WSN
systems. In this respect, a proportion of the data processing
will tend to be performed in a decentralised way, making use of
computation power at remote nodes, while hopefully making
some reduction in the size and number of communication
transmissions from that node, thus saving power and, for
battery powered nodes, extending node life. This general
approach, termed here “in-network processing”, takes the work
beyond the basic “sense and send” philosophy widely applied
to real-world WSNs, which tends to push all processing
to a central processing node. Commonly, the argument for
performing more processing in-network is based on the relative
energy cost of computation versus the energy cost of reliable
transmission. Since computation is relatively cheap, it appears
to be advantageous to perform some computation in the
network prior to transmitting on the basis that this computation
reduces the number of bits that need to be transmitted [21].
Thus, the underlying philosophy here is to ensure that the
framework developed acknowledges and supports in-network
processing where it is needed.

A. Specific requirements for gas turbine engine monitoring

1) Instrument related requirements:The end-user base re-
quirements (as established by the engine manufacturer and
industry partners collaborating in this work) for the instrument
considered here are as follows: 1) Sense the temperature
circumferentially / radially at a number of points in a cross-
sectional plane of the jet pipe; 2) Transmit temperature mea-
surements to a base station in a way that is secure from
malicious or accidental interference; 3) Provide an inter-
polated, spatio-temporal field view of temperature over the
plane being sensed; 4) Store the logged temperatures for
later analysis, towards: engine fault diagnosis, and engine
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Figure 2. Conceptual flow for the prototype gas turbine engine monitoring
system

residual life estimation; 5) Allow for the addition or removal
of sensors or nodes; 6) Maintain instrument accuracy and
health through integrated calibration and sensor or node fault
detection, isolation and management.

Catering for the above requirements means, at a different
abstraction level, that one needs to produce a system which:

• seamlessly integrates instrumentation, debugging and per-
formance analysis tools at several development stages,

• allows “plug and play” of several functional components;
• enables organic growth both in terms of the instrument’s

networking component and in terms of refinement of
application requirements;

• enables assessment of how the instrument prototype
addresses or should be modified to better address the
traditional WSN concerns of overhead, size, and energy.

2) Deployment environment related requirements:Further
to the base requirements, there are a number of requirements
to do with deploying the monitoring system on a gas turbine
engine. Specifically, the system should:

1) Be tolerant to a harsh environment (high temperature,
shock, electromagnetic noise);

2) Conform with existing modularity in engine design;
3) Produce minimal electromagnetic interference (EMI);
4) Have minimal size and weight;
5) Have minimal cost at production quantities; and
6) Have low associated deployment and maintenance costs.

At this stage, the focus is on the instrument requirements,
rather than the deployment related aspects, such as tolerance of
heat and shock. Many of those requirements can be catered for
through adequate choices at implementation level, whilst some
depend on future advances in related research fields—such as
power harvesting for nodes, and miniature, harsh environment
electronics.

It is possible to imagine that the conceptual flow for an
engine health monitoring system which would encapsulate the
requirements above will look like figure 2. Temperature (and
possibly other parameters such as vibration in the context
here) is sensed at a number of circumferential and radial
locations (“sense”) within the gas turbine engine. Raw sensor

data is noisy and in some cases, sensors may be faulty.
Model-based filtering (“model”) is used to reduce the effect
of sensor noise and thus provide a more accurate estimate of
the actual temperature / vibration. Interpolation is also used
at this stage to derive a spatio-temporal field function that
fits the sensed data. This allows a field representation of the
sensed phenomena to be visualised (“visualise”) in real-time.
Diagnostic features can be extracted from this interpolated
field representation either automatically, or by the human
expert. Furthermore, offline analysis of sensed measurements
over time (“analyse”) can be performed.

These two information flows, online (“visualise”) and offline
(“analyse”), support the human expert in deriving maintenance
decisions, either affecting the sensing instrumentation itself (a
sensor is faulty and must be replaced) or the engine being
monitored. Alternatively, the expert might instead try to get
more information by devising a further experiment or test
strategy. The flow in figure 2 can be seen as a closed loop
system, feeding back changes either to test, to adjust the
control logic, or to maintain the engine.

Although not considered here, further control loops such
as the above could be designed for the use case where the
instrumentation is permanently fitted onto the engine and feeds
into the in-flight engine control system. It is indeed here, in
the addition of actuation to sensing and the integration of
the wireless instrumentation into closed loop systems, that the
hope for future applications of the wireless technologies lies.
In the authors’ opinion, this is also how WSN technologies
contribution to increased safety, and active monitoring would
be maximised.

B. Generic FieldMAP Framework

Not all wireless monitoring systems will need exactly the
set of requirements listed above but most will likely be
subscribing to the conceptual flow in figure 2 in part or wholly.
This section generalises the requirements in section II-A
to a generic framework that will suit many similar health
monitoring applications where spatio temporal phenomena
are at the heart of the monitoring process. For the purposes
of this paper, a spatio-temporal monitoring application is
defined as one involving a distributed set of processing nodes
N = {n1, n2, . . .} where each noden independently performs
periodic sensing at a set of locationsLn. All nodes report to a
single base station (or sink node), which supports information
visualisation and storage. Conceivably, the single sink could
be duplicated without a significant change to the architecture.

Each noden is assumed to monitor a set of locationsLn.
At any sampling instantt and for each monitored location
ℓ ∈ Ln, each node must:

1) (Sense.) Given a set of sensorsSℓ = {s1, s2, . . .} at
location ℓ, from the active subsetAℓ,t ⊆ Sℓ, sense a
vector of parameterszℓ,t per locationℓ (which may
involve sensed parameters of different modalities, and
may consist of a time-series “chunk”, such as a 1 second
microphone sample).

2) (Filter and manage faults.) Transform values from
active sensors to an estimate of the statexℓ,t ←
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f (zℓ,t, Aℓ,t,xℓ,t−1). In general, this function must take
account of which sensors are active. Also note that the
function may make use of the previous state estimate.
The resulting state estimate vector can be partitioned into
a data portion (corresponding to the state of the location
being sensed) and a management portion (corresponding
to the state of the sensors). The management portion
might include such things as estimates of the reliability
or residual life of the sensors. Where there are a series
of uncorrelated sensors, the filter may be implemented
as a series of functionsf1, f2, . . . that each operate on
all or part of the state vectorxℓ,t.

3) (Detect events.) Based on a predicate function
e (xℓ,t,xℓ,t′ , t

′), wheret′ is the time of the last trans-
mitted state, decide whether or not to transmit the
transformed vectorxℓ,t to the base station (for example,
to allow event detection through threshold rules). Note
that it is important that the event detection predicate
can take into account the last transmitted state as this
allows it to identify the value to the receiver of the new
state information. Note that here this decision is made
locally, without reference to other locations or nodes.
The above formulation does not provide for considering
global information or even neighbouring locations to aid
event detection but this may be an appropriate extension
to make in some cases.

a) (Queue.) If an event was detected, append the
vectorxℓ,t to the transmission queue.

4) (Transmit .) While a channel is available and the trans-
mit queue is non-empty, sort the queue according to
some priority orderingπ (xℓ,t), transmit the first on the
queue, and update the last state timet′. The transmission
time ttransmit and locationℓ are included in the message.

5) (Schedule.) Based on the last attempted sampling time
for each sensor, and the required sampling rate for
each sensor, schedule the next sampling time. In the
simplest case, this may involve sleeping for a fixed
amount of time, however a discrete event scheduling
approach could also be used to allow for different per
sensor sample rates are also possible.

The base station has an on-line, real-time component, which
performs the following generic procedure:

1) (Store.) Store received vectorsxℓ,k for replay, post
analysis, and instrumentation health management, along
with their associated transmissionttransmit and recep-
tion treceipt times. Note that the two clocks at the node
and base station need not necessarily be synchronised.
Without synchronisation, however, it is not possible to
determine the latency between transmitting and receiv-
ing.

2) (Update location state.) Predict the current state as,

yℓ,t ←

{

m (xℓ,k, t− k) if k > t−

m
(

yℓ,t− , t− t−
)

otherwise

for all ℓ ∈ L, whereL is the set of all sensed locations
⋃

n∈N Ln, m is a model of the evolution of the state,
t− is the time for which the location state was last

updated, andyℓ,t− is the previous prediction for location
ℓ. The top case is where newer information has arrived,
and the bottom where received information is older than
that used to estimate the previous prediction. The above
approach is required to allow for re-ordering due to
priority.

3) (Identify fresh locations.) Given a newly received
state estimatexℓ,t, the location “age” is updated to
∆tℓ ← t∗ − t, wheret∗ is the current time.Fresh loca-
tions are those whose age is within some limit∆tmax ;
Lfresh = {ℓ : ℓ ∈ L, ∆tℓ ≤ ∆tmax}. Conversely,stale
locations are those that are not fresh.

4) (Estimate field.) Given the current state estimateyℓ =
(yℓ,1, yℓ,2, . . .)

T , and given a generalised function ap-
proximator g, find a parameter vectorw that causes
gw (p (ℓ)) to approximate thekth dimension of the state
yℓ,k, for all fresh locationsℓ ∈ Lfresh , andp(ℓ) is the
2D coordinate location ofℓ. In other words, findw that
minimises the sum of errors

∑

ℓ∈L′ |yℓ,k − gw (p (ℓ))|.
Selection ofk is intended to be controlled by the user.
Note that the choice of the form of the generalised
function approximatorgw (length of parameter vectorw
and so forth) will affect how close a fit with observed
data will be obtained.
The estimate fieldstep results in a field approximation
of the observed phenomena built from the sparse point
measurements. Some faults are isolated here due to
forming the function approximation solely on data from
“fresh” locations.

5) (Colour map.) Produce a 2D visual representation based
on enumerating a false colour mapc (hgw

(gw (x, y)))
for the area being visualised. Note thatc is the false
colour map, andhgw

is a linear mapping of the range
of gw to [0, 1) based on the minimumu and maximum
v values forgw for the area being visualised,hgw

(k) =
(k − u) / (v − u) wherev > u.

6) (Recall / replay.) On request, data from a previous
period can be recalled and optionally replayed, showing
the evolution of the field over a specified period of time.

7) (Feature / anomaly extraction.) Identify features or
anomalies based on a set of rules, givengw. For ex-
ample, a typical rule might be to provide an alert if the
percentage of the cross-section with a temperature above
900°C exceeds 50%.

Remark 1:Per locationℓ, the node computation is defined
by the tuple〈Aℓ,t, f, e, π〉, being the active sensors over time
Aℓ,t ⊆ Sℓ, a filter f : ℜa×2a×ℜb → ℜb, event identification
e : ℜb×ℜb×ℜ → {0, 1}, and a priority orderingπ : ℜb → N.
It is assumed that no two nodes share the same locationℓ, or
Lu∩Lv = ∅ for all u, v ∈ N . In this definition,a = |Sℓ| is the
number of sensors per location, andb ∈ N is the dimension of
the state vector for a single location. Base station computation
is defined by the tuple〈N, m, p, g, c〉, being the set of nodes
N , a model of the evolution of state at a locationm, the
mapping of each sensor location to a 2D coordinate position
p : L → ℜ2, a function approximatorgw : ℜ2 → ℜ, and an
RGB false colour mapc : [0, 1)→ [0, 1)3.
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In order to apply the FieldMAP framework, one must first
provide answers to a number of design questions to ensure
that the framework best meets the specific application require-
ments. These questions include:

• How many sensors per location? How many per node?
What type of sensors? Sensing wise, is the system mono-
or multi-modal?

• What filter f is appropriate? How large a state vector is
to be produced? What proportion of this vector caters for
sensor health / fault management? What event triggere
to use? What priority mechanismπ to use?

• How many nodes? What modelm of state evolution to
use? What form of function approximationgw to use?

• How is debugging and problem diagnosis supported?
What occurs if a node fails, or a software component
is faulty?

The generic framework provided above is explored in sec-
tion III in terms of its mapping to the specific example of a
prototype gas turbine monitoring system.

III. F ROM GENERIC BACK TO SPECIFIC

To demonstrate how the generic FieldMAP framework can
be used, this section attempts to answer the questions above
in the context of a commissioned implementation prototype
for a wireless gas-turbine monitoring system. Figure 3 shows
a high-level view of the implemented system. External phe-
nomena are sensed in two modes: audio and heat. Note that
sound sensing acts as a placeholder for vibration sensing,
and demonstrates the multi-modal sensing component of the
framework. The sensors are attached to wireless processing
nodes that communicate with the base-station. The node-level
software, referred to here as theSENSEmodule, is comprised
of temperature and sound sensing modules, and a filtering
module. The base-station software, referred to here as the
BASE module, and which is running on an ordinary desktop
computer, is responsible for storing readings in a database,
displaying the field visualisation, and interacting with the user.

A. Hardware configuration

For the prototype, pictured in figure 4, two types of sensors
were used: microphones and Analog Devices ADT75A IC-
based digital thermal sensors. Five locations were sensed
per node: four thermal sensors and one microphone. The
two sensor types were polled at different frequencies: the
microphone at 1Hz and the thermal sensors at 4Hz. Note that
this meant that the microphone was considered inactive for

2

1

Figure 4. Implemented gas turbine monitoring prototype. Temperature
sensors (1) are mounted around the jet pipe between the innerand outer
rim and connected via I2C bus to the processing nodes. The nodes (2) are
attached to the outside of the pipe. Microphones are mounteddirectly on the
nodes (1 per node).

3 sensing cycles out of 4. Also note that IC-based thermal
sensors were considered adequate for the prototype but the
aim is to eventually support high temperature thermocouple
sensors. The sensors were arranged around the outer rim of
the jet pipe and also, fixed onto supports, were positioned
centrally between the inner and outer rims. As far as possible,
the aim was to mimic the positioning of sensors in a live gas
turbine engine.

A key design decision was to identify whether multiple
sensors are to be wired to a single node. The deployment
environment allows sensors to be connected via wires over
short distances. This adds to the wireless system configuration
complexity because there are then multiple locations per
processing node. However concentrating the processing of a
number of sensors in this way makes better use of available
processing power and may reduce the cost of the system. For
the prototype, four I2C sensors and a single microphone sensor
were wired to each node. The I2C bus provides an upper limit
of 127 (due to addressing), while the expansion board limited
sound processing to a single microphone.

The Gumstix Verdex XM4-BT [1] was selected as the node-
level processing and communication platform. The Gumstix
Verdex includes a Marvell XScale PXA270 400MHz proces-
sor, 16MB of flash memory, 64MB of RAM, a Bluetooth
controller and antenna, 60-pin Hirose and 120-pin MOLEX
connectors for expansion boards and runs GNU/Linux. The
motherboard contains no on-board sensors. Instead, the tem-
perature and audio sensors are connected to the Gumstix board
via an expansion board attached to the Hirose connector, that
was designed in-house.

B. Node-level processing
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Figure 5. Breakdown of theSENSEcomponent

1) Sense:A breakdown of theSENSE component, which
performs all node-level processing, is given in figure 5. The
sense.tempmodule queries each temperature sensor in turn via
the I2C bus. Thesense.soundmodule uses the platform’s on-
board AC’97 processor and extracts peak sound levels for the
last second. Thesense.kalmanmodule performs filtering on
the temperature data, which is described below in more detail.
Sound data is not filtered as sound levels were found to be
too unpredictable.

2) Filter and manage faults:The generic framework de-
fines a node level filterf . In the gas turbine engine prototype,
the filtering stage consists of several processing steps: first,
outliers are removed; second, sensor values are calibrated
according to sensor-specific calibration coefficients; third a
Kalman filter is used to reduce sensor noise.

First, outlier removal is necessary because the sensors
occasionally produce extreme values, possibly due to I2C bus
communication errors. This is not dealt with by the Kalman
filter, which assumes that noise is distributed normally with
a zero mean. Second, calibration is required. Although the
digital thermal sensors provide degrees Celsius as output and
are factory calibrated, sensor readings differed slightlyfrom
the temperature measured with a mecury thermometer. Sensor
response tends to be quite linear with a roughly unitary
slope. Therefore, calibration was restricted here to adding a
sensor-specific offset. The calibration coefficient per sensor
was obtained by placing sensors in a stirred water bath and
comparing with a mercury thermometer.

The third stage of filter processing is to use a Kalman
filter [20], [32]. There are two reasons for incorporating
Kalman filtering here: a) to recover some resolution in the
temperature measurement that is lost through A/D conversion;
and, b) to reduce sensor and measurement noise. Temperature
in the jet pipe over time is clearly a non-linear function.
However, since there are so many factors (both measurable
and unmeasurable) affecting it, and since it tends to change
relatively slowly, the linear assumption implicit in a Kalman
filter is a good compromise. Two possible state models for the
filter were considered for this work: one that assumes that the
temperature does not change (and thus any change is noise),
and one that assumes that the rate of change of temperature is
constant (and thus any change in the rate of change is noise).
In the present system, the latter was used, as the former tended
to introduce some lag when temperature was changing.

Given a single location temperatureτℓ, a constant tempera-
ture rate model is comprised of the state space for the location

xℓ = (τℓ, τ̇ℓ)
T , a transition modelF =

(

1 ∆t
0 1

)

, and

some model noisew, such that at timek,

xk = Fxk−1 + wk

The vector of sensor measurements for a probezk is given by

zk = Hxk + vk

where H = (1, 0) is the sensor model (corresponding to a
single, calibrated temperature sensor) andv is noise affecting
the sensor. Sensor measurement noise is distributed normally
with a zero mean and covarianceR. It is assumed that sensor
noise is uniform across sensors and uncorrelated between
sensors and thusR = σ2

z , where σ2

z is the variance due
to measurement noise. This variance was estimated for the
sensors used by measuring a series of values for two sensors at
room temperature and taking the individual variance as halfthe
variance of the difference. This estimate is valid if the sensor
noise for the two sensors can be considered to be uncorrelated
and that the magnitude of the variance is uniform across
all sensors. (The sum of variances for uncorrelated random
variables is the variance of the sum.) The model noisew is
also distributed normally with a zero mean and covarianceQ.
In terms of the model, the noisewk corresponds to the change
in temperature and temperature rate due to the “acceleration”
rate of temperatureak, which is

wk = Gak

where G = (∆t/2, ∆t)
T . It is thus possible to derive an

expression for the covarianceQ in terms of ∆t and the
variance in the acceleration rateσ2

a. The acceleration rate
variance provides a convenient tuning parameter to allow for
more or less rapid variations in temperature.

A key challenge is to support the Kalman filter with minimal
computational cost. In the prototype system, Python was used
with matrix manipulation done via Numeric, and although this
is a relatively inefficient approach, it reduced coding time
dramatically and was still able to run in a real-time mode
on the platform of choice for this prototype.

The result of filtering is the production of a state / manage-
ment vector of the formxℓ,t = (τ, τ̇ , ν, p1,1, p1,2, p2,1, p2,2)

T

where τ is the temperature,̇τ is the temperature rate of
change,ν is the sound level, andp is the 2 × 2 estimate
covariance matrix. Note that the sound levelν is not processed
by the Kalman filter. Also, in the implemented system, sensor
locations for sound and temperature were always distinct and
thus the state vector contained one or the other but not both.

3) Detect events:No event triggers were used in the gas
turbine engine prototype, nor any priority ordering. Event
detection could be used to substantially reduce traffic when
the system is relatively stable. For example, an event mightbe
“temperature has increased by 2°C.” Note that event detection
can make use of knowledge of the state evolution model
m, and only transmit when the model error would be too
large. Under this view, an event might be “based on the last
transmitted state, the base station estimate error will exceed
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0.5°C.” In a sense, the event predicate must make a judgement
about the information value of the state vector to the user.

4) Transmit: Priority ordering can be used to deal with
environments that only allow intermittent communications.
When the channel is lost for a period of time, a FIFO (first-in,
first-out) approach to transmitting state is undesirable because
only the most recent information is relevant to the display of
the current state. As with the event predicate, the question
addressed by the priority ordering is “what is the information
value of this state vector?”

Note that reordering packets has some side effects that
must be dealt with. For example, it is necessary for the event
function to consider not the last packet that it processed but
rather the last packet that was actually transmitted. Similarly,
on receipt, the base station must discard older packets when
estimating the current state.

C. Communications

Processing within both the node and the base station as-
sumes the availability of an accurate clock. A contentious
issue is whether to require the clocks to be synchronised. In
the gas turbine monitoring prototype, NTP (Network Time
Protocol) was used to synchronise clocks. However, this
produced a dependency that sometimes prevented the system
from functioning; if NTP failed to work properly, state data
from nodes with old clock values were considered stale and
thus discarded. Nevertheless, synchronising clocks allowed
the node processing and communication time to be estimated
and this was occasionally valuable in identifying nodes that
were overloaded or having trouble with transmitting data. Care
is still needed to ensure that time synchronisation does not
negatively affect the validity of time-based filtering operations.

The Gumstix Verdex motherboard includes a class 2 Blue-
tooth radio transmitter and antenna. Transmission range is
expected to be about 10 metres however actual range varies
considerably depending on conditions. Bluetooth was mainly
chosen for convenience and to allow the prototype to be
rapidly deployed. Bluetooth Network Encapsulation Protocol
(BNEP) [13] allows Ethernet protocols to be used. BNEP
makes software management, debugging, and problem diagno-
sis considerably easier as remote shell tools (SSH, SCP) can
be used to update software on-the-fly, and interrogate state.
Also it allows NTP to be used directly, rather than having
to implement a clock synchronisation protocol (such as the
Flooding Time Synchronisation Protocol [19]).

In the generic FieldMAP framework, state estimates are
sent on a per location basis. In the implemented system,
however, different locations that are sampled in the same
instant are grouped together in a single, XML-formatted packet
and transmitted via UDP.

D. Base-station processing

A breakdown of theBASE component is shown in figure 6.
1) Store: The base.gathermodule is responsible for re-

ceiving frames, breaking them up into individual samples,
and annotating them with the(x, y) co-ordinate position of
their associated sensor. Thebase.gathermodule also logs all
received sensor samples to a remote MySQL database.

Gumstix

Gumstix

base.gather

User

base.display

base.interpolate

posit ion table

sample history

f(x,y)

Sample

State

Sample

Frame

Frame

Sample

Figure 6. Breakdown of theBASE component

2) Update location state:On receipt of a sample, the
base.gathermodule updates its estimate of the current state
and reports this tobase.display.

3) Identify fresh locations:The timestamps of original
transmission are used to determine if the value isfreshor stale
(hence identifying a faulty sensor or group of sensors / node).
The binary nature of the fresh / stale approach sometimes
causes a global change of the interpolated field at the moment
that a location undergoes a transition from fresh to stale or
from stale to fresh. The change is generally small, unless the
state transition coincides with a widespread shift of sensed
values, and could be removed by replacing the discrete flag
system with a continuous estimate of confidence based on age.

4) Estimate field: In base.interpolate, two interpolation
methods were implemented, as described below. In order to
estimate a field, it is necessary to select a form for the function
approximatorgw. Two options were explored: a) an inverse-
distance weighting (IDW) interpolation originally suggested
by Shepard [26]; and, b) a quadratic Shepard interpolation
(QSHEP2D) [22]. Gilgen [4] gives a thorough introduction to
a variety of other interpolation approaches.

a) Shepard [26] described a basic 2D interpolation function,
referred to as an inverse distance weighting (IDW), defined as,

f(p) =

{

∑N

i=1
d−u

i zi/
∑N

i=1
d−u

i if di 6= 0, ∀i ∈ [1, N ]
zi otherwise

wherep is a vector location in the 2D plane,di is the distance
from p to the ith of N sensor locations andzi is ith sensor
value. The exponentu is used to control the smoothness of the
interpolation. High values lead to sharp edges between regions
while low values lead to soft edges. In this work, an exponent
value of3.2 was used. Inverse distance weighting works well
for a small number of data points.

Within the IDW approach, a possible modification can
be made to the algorithm to use a non-Euclidean distance
measure. In this case, a conical topology may be appropriate
as two points on opposite sides of the inner rim are likely to
have less correlation than points the same distance apart along
the outer rim.

b) A fast version of Modified Quadratic Shepard interpo-
lation, called QSHEP2D, has been developed by Renka [22],
[23]. This algorithm is based on fitting a series of quadratic
surfaces to the data. In comparison with IDW, QSHEP2D
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has the advantage that it does not assume a zero gradient at
sensor locations, it has a lower computational cost for a large
number of data points, and considers both the direction of an
influencing data point, not just the magnitude [26].

While these are general purpose interpolation algorithms,
they are good examples of simple interpolation (IDW) and
surface fitting (QSHEP2D) algorithms. The quality and suit-
ability of the estimated field could be improved for a specific
application by using more sophisticated, physics-based models
of the propagation and diffusion of the relevant phenomenon.

The limiting factor for display frame rate was time to
calculate the interpolated surfacegw (x, y) for all pointsx, y
being displayed. As a compromise, the display was divided
into blocks with a block size that is adjusted automaticallyto
keep the frame rate at a reasonable level. The interpolation
function was only calculated once per block.

As described in theestimate fieldstep of the generic base-
station procedure, the user can choose which aspect of the
state vector to produce a field map for. For the gas turbine
prototype, the user was able to switch between temperature,
temperature rate, and sound levels.

5) Colour map: A standard thermographic false colour
map was used. False colour mapping was dynamically scaled
according to the minimum and maximum values of the interpo-
lated surface within the bounds displayed. In the implementa-
tion, it was found useful to place a ceiling on the scaling factor
used for the case where the minimum and maximum field
values are close together. In terms of displaying temperature,
this means that when all temperatures are approximately the
same, the surface shows a single value, which for the false
colour map used, was displayed as all black.

6) Recall / replay: Recall and replay were considered of
lesser priority in the prototype system but are still supported
by querying the database. During the prototyping phase, the
emphasis for recall and replay tends to be on ensuring that the
system is functioning correctly, analysing sensor characteris-
tics and so forth. It is expected, however, that the ability to
replay past events will be critical to understanding, in detail,
phenomena that have occurred during a flight or ground-test,
and will thus enable the development of expert system rules
for anomaly detection.

7) Feature / anomaly extraction:Sensor failure / anomaly
detection has been implemented in the form of a leave-one-out
cross validation of the interpolation. For each sensor location,
an interpolated estimate for that sensor location is formed
based on all other sensors and excluding the sensors at that
location. The MSE (mean squared error) derived from this
provides an indication of appropriateness of the interpolation
method. Assuming that the interpolation is appropriate, a
large (relative) error for a particular sensor location provides
evidence indicating a sensor fault.

The above method is similar to an approach suggested by
Kobayashi and Simon [15], which uses a bank of Kalman
filters to detect sensor faults in aircraft engines. In their
scheme, theith filter makes the hypothesis that theith sensor
is faulty and should be excluded. When a sensor fails, all filters
will show large fault indicator signals except for the filterwith
the correct hypothesis.

Figure 7. Temperature field map produced at base-station user interface.
Small circles represent temperature sensors. The filled circle is the one
currently selected for examining history (not shown here).

Figure 8. Temperature rate of change field map correspondingto the same
time as figure 7. Units for the legend are in0.001◦C.s

−1.

It is planned to identify contour lines (lines of equal value
or isopleths), and to extract area sizes of different contours.
This will feed into expert system rules to identify anomalies.
Previous work [27] has explored the issue of identifying
contours for WSN-based data in more detail.

IV. D ISCUSSION

Sample visualisation results for the case study treated here,
are shown in figures 7 and 8. The images were captured
during experimentation involving heating one section of the
prototype pictured in figure 4. Figure 7 shows the real-time,
online generated temperature field map at a time instant, which
has maximum values of around 36°C at two hot spots (lower
left and lower right) and a minimum value of around 28°C at
a cooler region towards the top right. Interpolation between
measured positions was performed using Shepard’s Inverse
Distance Weighting (IDW). Figure 8 shows rate of change
of temperatureτ̇ for the same time sample as figure 7. A
maximum temperature increase of about0.1◦C.s−1 is focused
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Table I
COMMUNICATIONS AND PROCESSING LATENCY

Latency (seconds)
Min Median Max

Transmission without filtering 0.01 0.09 5.10
Transmission plus filtering 0.03 0.28 8.48

with separate net 0.09 0.26 15.38
with extra nodes 0.10 0.30 10.10

in the lower left area, while a more gentle temperature increase
of 0.02◦C.s−1 is occurring in the rest of the annulus. The two
contrasting field maps correspond to two key questions that the
user of a system, such as the one treated here as a case study,
might want to ask: what is (relatively) hot, and what is getting
(relatively) hotter? The maps thus provide a demonstrationof
many of the key components of the FieldMAP framework and
its informational benefits to engine monitoring.

The prototype system was evaluated in terms of robustness,
performance, and accuracy. Robustness-wise, the system was
stable over a number of long running (up to several weeks)
trials.

Experimental results for the system in terms of commu-
nication and processing latency are shown in table I. Packet
transmission times were measured by first ensuring that NTP
had synchronised the clocks and then starting the system and
measuring time between acquiring a temperature sample and
reception of the sample at the base station. Higher than average
latency was measured during start up, accounting for the
large maximum transmission times observed. Without filtering,
the median processing and transmission time is around 0.09
seconds. Including the Kalman filter increases this significantly
to around 0.28 s. Injecting noise into the network, either by
adding a separate Bluetooth network, or by adding additional
nodes, both with ping traffic, makes little difference to the
median but increases the worst case values significantly. Note
that these results were obtained for communication of sensor
data formatted as XML, which added significant overhead to
the packet size.

Leave-one-out cross validation [16] was used to allow com-
parison of the different interpolation approaches implemented.
Apart from IDW and QSHEP2D, a naive “nearest neighbour”
interpolation was also implemented that estimates a point’s
value as being the same as its nearest neighbour. The experi-
mental set up used in validation is shown in figure 9. Lamps
were used to induce temperature changes, while polyurethane
film was used to reduce external airflow. Table II shows the
results from a 30 minute trial, using 20 temperature sensors
sampling at 4Hz and which included a series of heating
and cooling cycles. For both temperature and rate of change
of temperature, IDW produced the least error. Surprisingly,
the nearest neighbour approach produced better results than
QSHEP2D. QSHEP2D would be expected to perform well
for continuous, smoothly changing phenomena. However it
seems likely that convection and shadows meant that both air
temperature and rate of change of temperature varied greatly
even for nearby points.

In summary, the FieldMAP framework provides a recipe
for rapidly building prototype wireless end-to-end monitoring

Figure 9. Experimental configuration including lights to heat pipe section
and polyurethane film used to reduce airflow.

Table II
CROSS VALIDATION RESULTS

Mean squared error (MSE)
Temperature(◦C)2 Temp. Rate

`

◦C.s
−1

´2

IDW 0.57 2.6× 10−5

NN 0.83 4.0× 10−5

QSHEP2D 0.99 5.1× 10−5

systems. Although gas turbine engine monitoring provides
a focal point for discussing the approach, the framework is
general. Rapid prototyping is emphasised as this is seen as
the best way to reduce the risk of development and to help
the end user to formulate requirements as early as possible.In
comparison with much of the work on WSN middleware, the
framework integrates information extraction, both in terms of
node level inference of state from sensor readings all the way
to presenting the end user with information in an interpretable
form. Not all aspects of the framework will be critical to
all applications and the case study demonstrates the plug-in
nature of the framework implementation, both in the sense of
optionally leaving out some aspects (such as event detection),
and in including multiple choices for others (such as multiple
interpolation schemes).

In the FieldMAP framework, as presented in this paper, a
key simplification has been made: to focus onlocal filtering
and event detection. This was despite a philosophical urge to
explicitly enable in-network processing. Although attempting
to make use of global information when performing filtering
or event detection locally is likely to be impractical in a
scalable system, neighbouring nodes might be enabled to
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communicate their state to one another. Enabling the use
of neighbouring state information during filtering and event
detection, for example, should be a straightforward extension
of the FieldMAP framework. In the case study presented, this
might be used to support a predictive model that takes account
of heat transfer between neighbourhoods, for example.

V. RELATED WORK

Over the past decade, many WSN-based monitoring ap-
plications have been proposed. Some of them have been
implemented, but only a few have been deployed [2], [3],
[5], [8], [7], [14], [28], [30]. Common to all deployments
is their specificity to the tackled application and the steep
learning curve the developers took towards deployment. It
appears from the literature that each and every of the systems
cited above was developed and deployed as a one-off system,
responding to a specific set of constraints, mainly dictatedby
the application at hand. For example, a sound-analysis WSN
application, such as VoxNet [2], focuses on the timeliness of
the data rather than node-size, battery life, or scalability. Here,
in network processing is essential to satisfy the timeliness
constraints. A body sensor application, such as CodeBlue [18],
focuses on miniaturisation and reducing power consumption.
These are two examples but many more have been reported
in the literature with the common trait of limiting the design
space according to the application at hand.

Taking a bottom-up view, extensive WSN work revolves
around development of reliable, energy saving communication
protocols (e.g. Directed Diffusion [9]), energy autonomy at
nodes through self-power (e.g. Perpetuum [10]), and low
power embedded operating systems (e.g. TinyOS [6]).

It is hence difficult to evaluate a generic framework such
as the one proposed here against past application related
development work or achievements in the development of
particular WSN components. Nevertheless, the call for a
generic framework has been put forth to the WSN research
community several times [25], [24], [31]. It is this call that
the framework proposed here is attempting to answer.

In recent work by Werner-Allenet al. [33], the Lance
framework has been developed to respond to the needs of
WSN-based high data rate applications (specifically seismic
monitoring of volcanos). Lance is informed by past experience
with volcano monitoring that demonstrated the need for priori-
tisation of messages, summarisation of data locally, and energy
management. Lance is, by and large, a centralised approach
and best suited to the data rate for seismic monitoring. In
comparison, FieldMAP takes the approach of estimating state
at the node, giving authority and a strong foundation to
nodes to determine what to transmit and when. Notably, both
frameworks avoid inter-relationships and thus dependencies
between individual nodes that might lead to individual failures
causing more widespread data loss. Lance focuses on capturing
the most useful data for future off-line analysis, whereas
FieldMAP supports both off-line and on-line data capture.

More generally, plug-in components with FieldMAP, such
as the filtering mechanism or feature extraction are expected to
build upon traditional condition monitoring techniques, such

as model-based sensor fusion, sensor fault detection, and so
forth. Furthermore, the FieldMAP framework is intended to
be used in conjunction with modern routing protocols that
are intended to extend battery life and cope with intermittent
communication links in an ad hoc, multi-hop network. With
regard to the specific case study used here for evaluating
the framework, there is considerable work in terms of wired
monitoring systems for gas turbine engine monitoring [17],
[11], [29]. Jaw [11] reviews several open architectures that
have been proposed for generic CBM, including MIMOSA’s
OSA-CBM, and ISO’s six-layer CBM model. The OSA-CBM
architecture, for example, consists of several layers: Data
Acquisition (DA), Data Manipulation (DM), State Detection
(SD), Health Assessment (HA), Prognostics Assessment (PA),
and Advisory Generation (AG). Although the open architec-
tures above are broadly similar to the FieldMAP framework,
there are specific distinguishing features in FieldMAP, in-
troduced or enabled by wireless transmission, such as the
opportunity for in-network processing, event detection, and
message prioritisation. In terms of similarities, Littet al. [17],
for example, point out the need for the inclusion of a high
frequency data analysis module in diagnostic architectures
(such as a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)) for dealing with
vibration sensors. This corresponds well with the approach
of in-network processing taken in FieldMAP, where such
analysis can be performed locally, thus reducing the need for
high bandwidth transmissions. Hence, overall, the FieldMAP
framework conforms well with established requirements for
CBM but adds real-time information extraction benefits and
the prospect of rapidly deployable extensions to existing ar-
chitectures to better support heterogenous multi-point sensing
and spatio-temporal phenomena characterisation.

Despite existence of standards guiding engine monitoring
system (EMS) design for decades, Tumer and Bajwa [29]
noted in 1999 that most commercial aircraft engines did not
support sophisticated engine monitoring. More recently, calls
for further unification of frameworks and standardisation of
approaches to enable greater adoption continue [11]. Con-
sidering the conservative nature of the aerospace industry
and given the added complexity of using wireless sensors
rather than wired ones, it may be sometime before a standard
wireless monitoring framework for aerospace becomes widely
accepted. Nevertheless, fault identification and residuallife
estimation remain a high priority for the industry [11], [17]
and for this application domain, research into self-monitoring,
self-healing, self-* approaches is perceived as important.

Lastly, WSN main selling point comes from the promise of
enabling real-time building and delivery of continuous, spatio-
temporal patterns, equating in essence to production of field
maps, such as the one proposed here. Approaches to producing
a field map or contour map from sparse, irregularly spaced
sensor measurements have long been used in the geosciences
domain [4] without reliance on WSN technology. It is only
more recently, that field mapping has begun to be explored
in the context of sensor networks [12], [34], hence making
this work timely with respect to the means of extracting and
visualising information about the monitored phenomena.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The contribution of this work is two fold: on the one hand,
a novel framework for rapid prototyping of WSN monitoring
applications has been developed and evaluated; on the other
hand, the case study has produced a prototype monitoring
system for gas turbine engines.

The main thrust of the framework was to enable both the
understanding of spatio-temporal relationships in a monitored
phenomena and the rapid production of appropriate monitoring
system instrumentation prototypes. A formal approach was
taken to the framework development to ensure that resulting
systems are well specified. The framework was evaluated
through the above mentioned case study, which successfully
produced a working prototype meeting the set requirements.It
should be noted that the prototype system does not support the
high temperatures, harsh conditions, nor some other specific
deployment requirements such as the need to ensure that
communications are invulnerable to accidental or malicious
interference. Nevertheless, the rapid prototyping approach en-
abled by the framework has already helped the end user focus
and formulate specific information extraction requirements
(such as the mapping of rate of change of temperature).

In comparison with other work in the aerospace domain, the
FieldMAP framework resulted in a prototype with reduced
bandwidth requirements through in-network state estimation
and event detection. Due to the focus on safety-critical appli-
cations here, interaction between nodes is explicitly avoided
as this might lead to unnecessary interdependency and reduce
system robustness.

It is expected that the main reasons that WSN application
developers will make use of the FieldMAP framework are: the
overall simplicity of the approach, leading to lower system
complexity and, hopefully, fewer bugs; the incorporation of
in-network processing for event detection and state estimation,
leading to less communication traffic and thus lower energy re-
quirements and extended battery life; the emphasis on starting
with general purpose field-based visualisation of phenomena
allowing a gentler development curve and facilitating user-
requirements capture.

In future work, it is planned to continue hardware develop-
ment on the prototype towards a robust, low power, wireless
sensing system that can withstand the high temperatures and
harsh environment of a gas turbine engine. Also, a generic
open-source toolkit and guide supporting FieldMAP-based
prototyping is to be developed. It is aimed to expand the frame-
work to cater for more sophisticated neighbourhood based
local processing and event detection, for use in applications
of a non-critical nature.
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